Moments of Truth
The Consumer Packaged Goods industry recognizes two major Moments of Truth for a consumer when
interacting with a brand. These moments form impressions, which can linger a lifetime. Over the years,
brand managers and agencies have tried to add moments of truth, linking use of their product to good
feelings. If you can manage that, great, but there are two moments guaranteed to happen: When the
Consumer first acquires the product, and first uses it.
You can control the environment in which they first acquire the product – even if not when they first
use it. In standard non-promotional circumstances, the consumer sees your product on the shelf in a
store, surrounded by your competitors’ products. A new or lesser known product can suffer. Is a “New &
Improved” label enough to capture attention?
Sampling promotions achieve three significant goals:
1- Capturing attention
Standing out on the shelf can be as simple as sleeving your product into pairs or adding a bottle hanger.
Anytime you can achieve a different look, especially with a complementary product which already gets
attention, you win.
2- Placement
A display doesn’t have to be where you expect it – you can sometimes stand out more where it’s
unexpected – and benefit from that difference. A sample display stand of lens cleaning wipes at a
checkout or beside a rack of sunglasses gets attention.
3- Reduce the risk in purchase decision
Placement of a premium increases chances of selecting your brand over the next. But nothing eliminates
the risk altogether more than a free sample. You can’t beat free for getting people to try. It also
demonstrates your faith in your brand – knowing that they will move onto the second moment of truth
in a positive mindset.

The 4 Seasons of Promotions
There are four major promotional seasons through the year, and we typically expect to begin work as
much as six months in advance.

Summer: What are we working on now? Halloween.
Fall: Christmas & the Holidays
Winter (well early Winter, starting in November): Valentine’s Day & Easter
Late Spring: Back to School

Notice that three of these occasions are sandwiched into a five-month span. Early planning can help you
avoid a logjam.

Resource Crunch?
You’d love to initiate a promotion, but have a full plate? Econopac’s life-cycle approach to promotions
means that we can work with you on conceptualization, solution design, project management,
packaging execution, trans-border shipping and in-store displays. Most importantly, we bring cost
efficiency to the entire process. We know the most efficient, practical and effective ways to accomplish
your goals.

